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On the unlikely day when an embittered, washed-up journalist met a spurned symbiotic
organism from an alien planet, one of Spider-Man's greatest enemies was born... a force of evil
and vengeance like no other in the Marvel Universe - VENOM! But is it as simple as that?
Discover the true, twisted roots that gave rise to a lifetime of malevolence for Eddie Brock and
the symbiote! Writer Zeb Wells (Amazing Spider-Man) and artist Angel Medina (Sensational
Spider-Man) shed a little light on one of Marvel's darkest monsters! Venom Dark Origin (2008)
#1-5.
What's worse than one mayhem-producing symbiote? Two. What's worse than that? Three.
That's right: Venom's offspring, Carnage, is about to have a baby itself - a creature of
indescribable power and appetites. Question is, who's gonna bring up baby? Quick - someone
call Spider-Man! Guest-starring Black Cat!
Bonded to a synthetic symbiote from another reality, Ghost-Spider, a.k.a. Gwen Stacy of
Earth-65, is unique among the webslingers of the multiverse! But when Knull descends on her
adopted home, his gravity well of dark psychic energy unleashes unforeseen consequences on
Gwen! And her bandmate Mary Jane Watson is about to be pulled into this ordeal with a
symbiote of her own. The ensuing madness can only be described as Gwenom vs. Carnage!
They've been at each other's throats in The Mary Janes for years, but this battle of the bands
will really shred! Plus, Andi Benton returns, but does Scream have what it takes to put a dent in
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Knull's armor? And what does this latest symbiotic nightmare mean for Spider-Man?!
COLLECTING: King In Black: Gwenom vs. Carnage (2021) 1-3, King in Black: Scream (2021)
1, King in Black: Spider-Man (2021) 1
The King in Black invades Earth-65! Bonded to a synthetic symbiote from another reality,
Ghost-Spider, A.K.A. Gwen Stacy, is unique among the web-slingers of the Multiverse! But
when Knull descends on her adopted home, his gravity well of dark psychic energy unleashes
unforeseen consequences on Gwen! And her bandmate Mary Jane Watson is about to be
pulled into this ordeal with a symbiote of her own. The ensuing madness can only be described
as Gwenom vs. Carnage! They've been at each other's throats in the Mary Janes for years, but
this battle of the bands will really shred! Plus: Andi Benton returns, but does Scream have what
it takes to put a dent in Knull's armor? And what does this latest symbiotic nightmare mean for
Spider-Man?! Collects KING IN BLACK: GWENOM VS. CARNAGE #1-3, KING IN BLACK:
SCREAM and KING IN BLACK: SPIDER-MAN.
Spider-Man becomes unraveled when his life is darkened by his shape-changing costume as
well as his fashion sense.
The serial-killing symbiote's sadistic spree starts here! As if Venom wasn't lethal enough,
imagine what would happen if his symbiotic "other" had been joined to a murderous
psychopath? That's where Cletus Kasady comes in, as Venom's symbiotic spawn transforms
him into Carnage, Spider-Man's sickest foe! Killing on a whim, Carnage is a painful, twisted
thorn in the sides of Peter Parker, Ben Reilly, Venom...even the Silver Surfer! COLLECTING:
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) 361-363, 410, 430-431; VENOM: CARNAGE UNLEASHED
1-4; CARNAGE: MIND BOMB; CARNAGE: IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE; SENSATIONAL
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SPIDER-MAN (1996) 3; SPIDER-MAN (1990) 67; SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) 233;
PETER PARKER: SPIDER-MAN (1999) 13; WEBSPINNERS: TALES OF SPIDER-MAN 13-14
Carnage is back, carving a path of chaos in his wake -- one crafted by some of the greatest
creators at Marvel! But beware, True Believers: true to their titular character's namesake, these
spine-chilling tales are not for the faint of heart -- and they are presented in brutally beautiful
black, white...and blood! Featuring the serial-killing super villain in savage battle with SpiderMan like you've never seen before; a horrifying tale set against the backdrop of the classic
Maximum Carnage event; and much, much more! And now the symbiotic slaughterfest is
bigger and badder than ever, collected in the oversized glory of a Treasury Edition! You'd
better hope the printer has enough red ink...because there will be blood! COLLECTING:
Carnage: Black, White & Blood (2021) 1-4
Venom Vs. CarnageMarvel
Collects Venom (2018) #16-25. From ABSOLUTE CARNAGE to “Venom Island,” Donny
Cates continues his sensational shake-up of the symbiotic mythos! With the serial killer Cletus
Kasady on the warpath, Eddie Brock must protect his son, Dylan, at all costs! But Venom and
Carnage aren’t the only two symbiotes around. As more of Venom’s twisted offspring make
their presence known, Carnage strikes — and all hell breaks loose! As if things weren’t bad
enough, it turns out there’s much more to Dylan than Eddie, Carnage or even the alternatereality Reed Richards known as the Maker understand — and once they learn the truth, nothing
will ever be the same! Then, in the aftermath of Carnage’s assault, Eddie finds himself back
on the ominous Island of Bones — where every living thing is out to get him! Venom will be
tested like never before!
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Collects Venom (2011) #23-42 & #27.1, Minimum Carnage: Alpha And Omega and Scarlet
Spider (2012) #10-11. One of comics’ wildest writers takes on the symbiotic super hero! Flash
Thompson, the Secret Avenger called Agent Venom, faces Daimon Hellstrom and the
Monsters of Evil in a battle to save his soul! But when Venom’s psychopathic offspring targets
the subatomic realm, Flash and the new Scarlet Spider must put their rivalry aside to deal with
the madness of Carnage! Venom says farewell to NYC and heads to Philadelphia — but Toxin
follows soon after. And the pair of lethal symbiotes may unwittingly unleash something even
more deadly! Can Flash battle side-by-side with the original Venom, Eddie Brock, to save the
City of Brotherly Love? Plus: Underworld boss Lord Ogre! The killer called Crossbones! And a
symbiotic sidekick?! Cullen Bunn’s explosive Venom run is collected in full!
As each new generation of men must hand down the torch to the next, so each new generation
of alien symbiotes must hand down the, ah, stringy, fleshy tendrils. So move over Venom, step
aside Carnage, because Toxin is taking the spotlight! When the full-scale jailbreak from the
pages of New Avengers leaves New York overrun with super-villains, Pat sees the perfect
opportunity to use the creature sharing his body for good. But Toxin might have other ideas!
Featuring a special guest appearance by Spider-Man! Collects Toxin #1-6.
Ultimate Spider-Man (2000) #123-128
In the wake of S.H.I.E.L.D.'s collapse, an ancient and primordial evil has awakened beneath
the streets of New York, and with it, something equally evil has awakened in that most wicked
of web-slingers, Venom! Still a Lethal Protector of the innocents, this never-before-seen threat
could force venom to relinquish everything it holds dear, including Eddie Brock! Collecting:
Venom #164-165 and Venom #1-4 (subject to change).
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When Carnage assembles an army of Spider-Man's enemies to spread wholesale destruction,
Spider-Man and Venom team up and take on Carnage and his allies, with the aid of some
other superheroes.
For months, the serial killer Carnage has been at the periphery of the Marvel Universe,
amassing power in secret by murdering past symbiote hosts and enlisting a cult of
brainwashed and bloodthirsty followers. Now, with an army at his command, Carnage is poised
to write his swan song - a massive massacre the likes of which the Marvel Universe has never
seen... and may not survive! Collecting: Absolute Carnage 1-5.
Collects Amazing Spider-Man: Venom Inc. Alpha and Omega, Amazing Spider-Man (2015)
#792-793 and Venom (2016) #159-160. It’s an amazingly lethal Spider-Man/Venom epic! Peter
Parker, Eddie Brock and Flash Thompson share a bond — literally! The Venom symbiote
changed all their lives. Now the inky black alien life-form is doubling down on our heroes —
and they won’t be the only ones put through the wringer. As a familiar face rises to new levels
of villainy, Spidey finds himself caught between Eddie and a mysterious new figure! Black Cat
and her gang are confronted by an amped-up villain called Maniac, who will show everyone
how well he lives up to his name. And all the while, Venom Inc. weaves its tendrils through
New York’s criminal underworld. You’ve never read a Spidey and Venom story like this!
Collecting Venom: Carnage Unleashed #1-4, Venom: Sinner Takes All #1-5; and material from
Amazing Spider-Man Super Special, Spider-Man Super Special, Venom Super Special,
Spectacular Spider-Man Super Special and Web of Spider-Man Super Special. Venom stars in
tales of violence and vengeance! When the video game "Carnage Unleashed" becomes a hit, it
provides the psychopathic Cletus Kasady with the opportunity to gain his freedom -and renew
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his sadistic reign of terror on the streets! The only way to stop a bad symbiote? A good(ish)
symbiote! Blood will flow as Venom takes on Carnage! Then, when killer vigilante Sin-Eater
strikes, Eddie Brock's ex-wife is caught in the crossfire. To survive, must she become the bride
of Venom? Plus, Spider-Man and the Scarlet Spider must stand by Eddie's side when an alien
invasion threatens to turn Earth into the Planet of the Symbiotes!
Spider-Man and friends were pushed to the limits in MAXIMUM CARNAGE. The Marvel
Universe barely survived ABSOLUTE CARNAGE. Now we're taking symbiote chaos to the
Extreme! As the dust continues to settle after the symbiote-redefining KING IN BLACK saga,
Eddie and Dylan Brock aren't the only ones adjusting to a new normal. The Life Foundation
symbiotes -- Scream, Phage, Riot, Lasher and Agony -- are trying to reconcile the sometimes
noble intentions of their hosts with the all-too-often bloodthirsty impulses of their others! But
another symbiote is facing a stunning reinvention as well...and that means Carnage! What will
happen when the refreshed Carnage symbiote targets the rest one by one? Be here for an
event that truly lives up to its name! COLLECTING: Extreme Carnage Alpha (2021) 1, Extreme
Carnage: Scream (2021) 1, Extreme Carnage: Phage (2021) 1, Extreme Carnage: Riot (2021)
1, Extreme Carnage: Lasher (2021) 1, Extreme Carnage: Agony (2021) 1, Extreme Carnage:
Toxin (2021) 1, Extreme Carnage Omega (2021) 1
Collects Minimum Carnage: Alpha #1; Scarlet Spider #10-12, Venom (2011) #26-27, Minimum
Carnage: Omega #1. Carnage is back ... and bigger ain't necessarily better! Scarlet Spider and
Venom collide as the hunt for Carnage begins, taking both heroes to a place you'll never
believe: the Microverse! Cletus Kasady has found a whole new world to terrorize - and,
stranded on this alien planet, Scarlet Spider and Venom must work together to defeat him!
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CARNAGE IS BACK! The fan-favorite villain returns to rock the Marvel Universe, with the
Amazing Spider-Man and the Invincible Iron Man first on his hit list. But just why - and how has Carnage returned, and how many of Marvel's heroes will it take to stop him? Superstar
creators Zeb Wells (AMAZING SPIDER-MAN, NEW MUTANTS) and Clayton Crain (GHOST
RIDER, X-FORCE) team up for the Spider-Man epic that'll leave jaws on the floor! Literally!
Collecting CARNAGE #1-5.
Collects Web of Venom: Ve'Nam #1, Web of Venom: Carnage Born #1, Web of Venom:
Venom Unleashed #1, Web of Venom: Funeral Pyre #1. Sinister tales from the web of Venom!
First, journey back in time to the United States’ struggles in the Vietnam War. Nick Fury needs
a secret weapon to turn the tide. But when archaeologists discover an ancient creature, has he
found the solution — or a waking nightmare? Then, reacquaint yourself with the sickening
sociopath called Carnage! You thought Cletus Kasady was dead — but a cult devoted to the
madman has gathered, hoping to resurrect their fallen idol and return his madness to the
Marvel Universe! And take a journey through Eddie’s old haunts in San Francisco — from the
perspective of his alien “other”! But will Andi Benton, formerly the symbiote-wielder known as
Mania, join the growing pile of bodies on the path to…ABSOLUTE CARNAGE?!

Collecting Venom (2016) #1-6. Venom is back in his classic form, and deadlier than
ever! The symbiote you know and love has returned to New York City. No more “Agent
of the Cosmos.” No more “Lethal Protector.” It’s time for a new Venom, and it’s great to
be bad. But now that Venom is back on Earth, just who has bonded with him — and
turned him back into a slathering, fanged monster? As the symbiote returns to its old
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ways, sink your teeth into the deadliest Venom story yet! One that will draw old friends
— like Mac Gargan, the Scorpion! And a certain other former host of the Venom
symbiote, known for web-slinging, wall-crawling and wisecracking! That’s right: It’s
Venom vs. Spider-Man like never before!
It's a villain book unlike any you've ever seen as two of Spider-Man's deadliest foes Hobgoblin and Carnage - take center stage! Roderick Kingsley, the one and only
original Hobgoblin, is back in the suit (for real this time! We swear!) and back in New
York with a brand new mission. Meanwhile, something incredible has happened to the
symbiotic serial killer Carnage that will have both Cletus Kasady and you reeling!
Carnage has returned to NYC , and the city will never look at him the same way again!
The effects of AX IS continue in this surprising saga...don't miss it! COLLECTING: Axis:
Hobgoblin 1-3, Axis: Carnage 1-3
Collect Venom (2018) #21-25. Donny Cates’ symbiotic saga continues in grand
fashion! In the aftermath of ABSOLUTE CARNAGE, Eddie Brock finds himself on the
ominous Island of Bones. But this is no relaxing vacation: Cletus Kasady may be gone,
but the evil of his symbiote remains. And it has infected not only Venom but every living
thing on the island! Now Eddie finds himself tested like never before, hunted by
everything around him with no escape in sight. To survive, he may have no choice but
to burn the island to the ground — but everything he holds dear might just go up in
smoke with it!
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Come one, come all, for the bloodiest showdown the Marvel Universe has ever seen!
It's two red-suited madmen for the price of one when Deadpool takes on Carnage in the
ultimate batt le of good-crazy vs. bad-crazy! Will Carnage spread Deadpool all over the
landscape? Or will Deadpool talk the scarlet sociopath's ear off ? Find out in this bloodsoaked brouhaha for the ages! Plus: Cletus Kasady is behind bars and the Carnage
symbiote is in quarantine! But we all know that's never going to last, right? Cletus has
been evaluated, imprisoned and even lobotomized. Carnage has been sampled,
cloned, poked and prodded. But they've had enough! It's ti me to get the band back
together! It's a return to bloody, murderous form for the deadliest killer in the Marvel
Universe! COLLECTING: DEADPOOL VS. CARNAGE 1-4, SUPERIOR CARNAGE
ANNUAL 1
Locked away in an asylum, it looks like Carnage is finally gone for good - but his fellow
inmates have other plans. Will they successfully wake the monster...or will this hideous
experiment create the most powerful, dangerous, maniacal Carnage yet - a Superior
Carnage? After performing unspeakable acts in the name of science, the Wizard finally
unveils Carnage's brand new look and releases his personal agent of evil out into the
world! But can the new Frightful Four control their newest member? Or will the team be
destroyed from within? And lest you think we forgot, it's the moment you've been
waiting for: Superior Carnage vs. Superior Spider-Man, with enough blood and bluster
to rival Sunday nights on HBO! It's a story so grotesquely gratifying you wont be able to
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look away! COLLECTING: Superior Carnage 1-5
The serial-killing symbiote's sadistic spree starts here! As if Venom wasn't lethal
enough, imagine what would happen if his symbiotic "other" had been joined to a
murderous psychopath? That's where Cletus Kasady comes in, as Venom's symbiotic
spawn transforms him into Carnage, Spider-Man's sickest foe! Killing on a whim,
Carnage is a painful, twisted thorn in the sides of Peter Parker, Ben Reilly,
Venom...even the Silver Surfer! COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963)
#361-363, #410, #430-431; VENOM: CARNAGE UNLEASHED #1-4; CARNAGE: MIND
BOMB; CARNAGE: IT'S A WONDERFUL LIFE; SENSATIONAL SPIDER-MAN (1996)
#3; SPIDER-MAN (1990) #67; SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN (1976) #233; PETER
PARKER: SPIDER-MAN (1999) #13; WEBSPINNERS: TALES OF SPIDER-MAN
#13-14.
Venom stars in tales of violence and vengeance! When the video game "Carnage
Unleashed" becomes a hit, it provides the psychopathic Cletus Kasady with the
opportunity to gain his freedom -and renew his sadistic reign of terror on the streets!
The only way to stop a bad symbiote? A good(ish) symbiote! Blood will flow as Venom
takes on Carnage! Then, when killer vigilante Sin-Eater strikes, Eddie Brock's ex-wife is
caught in the crossfire. To survive, must she become the bride of Venom? Plus, SpiderMan and the Scarlet Spider must stand by Eddie's side when an alien invasion
threatens to turn Earth into the Planet of the Symbiotes! COLLECTING: VENOM:
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CARNAGE UNLEASHED 1-4, VENOM: SINNER TAKES ALL 1-5; MATERIAL FROM
AMAZING SPIDER-MAN SUPER SPECIAL, SPIDERMAN SUPER SPECIAL, VENOM
SUPER SPECIAL, SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN SUPER SPECIAL, WEB OF
SPIDER-MAN SUPER SPECIAL
Collects Venom: Lethal Protector #1-6. Venom -- alien symbiote and defender of the innocent!
When Eddie Brock heads West, there's no shortage of enemies waiting to test his resolve -including the Jury! Plus: Spider-Man meets Venom's father! And Venom gives birth to a whole
new horde of sinister symbiotes! It's the original Venom in his first -- and deadliest -- solo
series
Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #258, 300, 315-317, 332-333, 346-347, 388 (B story);
Web of Spider-Man (1985) #1; Avengers: Deathtrap – the Vault (1991); Darkhawk (1991)
#13-14; material from Amazing Spider-Man Annual (1964) #25-26; Web of Spider-Man Annual
(1985) #7-8; Spectacular Spider-Man Annual (1979) #12. Venom goes Epic! When Spider-Man
learns that his black costume is secretly an alien symbiote, he rejects the suit — and the
spurned creature soon finds a new host! Disgraced reporter Eddie Brock has reasons of his
own to hate Spider-Man, and together the two merge into the twisted engine of revenge known
as Venom —and a rivalry for the ages begins! Venom has the same powers as Spider-Man —
but he’s bigger, stronger and doesn’t trigger his spider-sense. And he knows Spidey’s secret
identity! Against such a dangerous, determined and deadly foe, how far will Spider-Man have
to go to survive?
First there was Spider-Man. then, Venom. but they broke the mold when they created
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Carnage. Marvel's fan-favorite villain is back from the dead, as industrialist Michael Hall
attempts to exploit the symbiote - engineering the next generation of prosthetic limbs and
outfitting his own paramilitary security force, the Iron Rangers, in suits of hybrid battle armor.
but when the alien intelligence asserts control of Hall's derivative tech, only Spider-Man and
Iron Man stand in the way of an unprecedented wave of rioting and mass murder. And
Carnage has brought some friends! COLLECTING: CARNAGE 1-5
Carnage, the spawn of Venom, has assembled an army of Spider-Man's criminally insane
adversaries to spread his message of hostility, chaos and wholesale slaughter: Carrion,
Demogoblin, Shriek and the Spider-Man Doppelganger! Outmanned and overpowered, the
wall-crawler must recruit his own band of super-beings to combat the rising tide of evil: Black
Cat, Cloak & Dagger, Firestar, Captain America, Deathlok and ... Venom?! Spider-Man's worst
enemy becomes his uneasy ally in the battle to halt Carnage's mad rampage. But when he
finds himself at odds with a number of his allies, who want to finish Carnage and his cronies
once and for all, Spider-Man must decide whether to violate his personal code of honor to rid
the world of pure evil. Can the web-slinger find an alternative before it's too late? Either choice
carries dire consequences! Collects Amazing Spider-Man (1963) #378-380, Spider-Man:
Unlimited (1993) #1-2, Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #201-203, Web of Spider-Man (1985)
#101-103, Spider-Man (1990) #35-37.
Fearing the growing infl uence of his "other," Eddie Brock takes the drastic step of splitting
himself from the Venom symbiote! But the unwitting result is a full-scale invasion of Earth by its
alien race! As more and more humans are taken as hosts, Eddie must team with Spider-Man
and the Scarlet Spider to save Earth from being overrun. And to do so, they must journey to
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the Planet of the Symbiotes! But whose side will the Venom symbiote be on? And amid all the
chaos, Carnage awakens from his coma - and plans to absorb as many symbiotes as he can!
Can our heroes deal with a 50-foot-tall psychopath? It's a symbiotic sci-fi super hero
spectacular! COLLECTING: MATERIAL FROM AMAZING SPIDER-MAN SUPER SPECIAL,
SPIDER-MAN SUPER SPECIAL, VENOM SUPER SPECIAL, SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN
SUPER SPECIAL, WEB OF SPIDER-MAN SUPER SPECIAL
Collects Venom (2018) 16-20. Eddie Brock has his hands more than full! With the serial killer
symbiote Carnage on the loose, Venom must protect his son, Dylan, at all costs! But Venom
and Carnage aren’t the only two symbiotes around — and that only means that the bodies are
piling higher than ever before! As all hell breaks loose and Carnage’s army swarms the streets
of New York, what will happen when even more of Venom’s twisted offspring make their
presence known?! And as if things weren’t bad enough, it turns out there’s much more to
Dylan than Venom, Carnage or even the alternate-reality Reed Richards known as the Maker
understand — and once they learn the truth about Eddie Brock’s son, nothing will ever be the
same!
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